Are You Prepared For Tomorrow’s
Phishing Attacks Today?

Phishing threats are constantly morphing at scale. Enterprises face the greatest dangers from unknown and non-signature-based
email attacks that frequently slip through secure email gateways (SEGs): 70% of companies report being a victim to advanced
phishing attacks.
Most anti-phishing tools fall short because they:
• Struggle to detect and remediate malicious emails already in the inboxes
• Require excessive manual effort and attention, which increases errors and costs
• Do not detect polymorphic attacks, which they can’t remediate at scale
• Leave gaps with limited point solutions that address only one vulnerability or threat
• Lack automation and collaboration for fast, easy remediation once attacks occur
Attackers have become much more creative in their approaches.

Shouldn’t your anti-phishing capabilities do the same?

INTRODUCING IRONSCALES
A Self-Learning Email Security Platform to Stop Tomorrow’s Phishing Attacks Today
IRONSCALES is a comprehensive, people-powered email security platform. Our self-learning platform helps where your email
security is most vulnerable with post-delivery protection, detection, and remediation. Now you can defend against the full
spectrum of phishing threats when and where they are most likely to cause damage, at the mailbox level.
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PLATFORM FEATURES
Our platform helps you fight all sorts of known and unknown attacks such as malware, ransomware, credential/ID theft, business
email compromise, brand forgery, polymorphic and zero-day attacks.

The platform works in real-time, all the time...(without writing a single script or rule) to...
• Automatically scan malicious URL’s and attachments on ALL inbound emails
• Detect all types of email threats, even impersonation, and non-signature based BEC attacks
• Automatically render verdicts on suspicious emails and respond without full mailbox scans
• Leverage thousands of analyst inputs at any moment, based on what’s happening now
• Automatically claw back and cluster bad emails at scale – instantly
• Interactively train each employee to think and act like a security pro, based on how they work

COME GET THE POWER OF NOW
Our advanced email threat protection platform sets up alongside your existing systems and
architecture in minutes for even global email environments. You get rapid and simple solutions to see
and stop phishing attacks of all types, right now.
The Power of Now begins with a live demo and a free 30-day trial.
We will put our platform up against any other solution in the marketplace.

98% Of Our Customers Rate Us 5 Stars

ABOUT IRONSCALES
IRONSCALES is the future of phishing protection,
incubated inside the world’s top venture program for
cybersecurity and founded by alumni of the Israel Defense
Forces’ elite Intelligence Technology unit. We offer security
professionals and end users an AI-driven, self-learning

Great anti-phishing platform
-CISO in the Services Industry
Great anti-phishing platform that really gives
added value for attacks a mail relay can’t detect
properly. Also help with forensic investigation of
email incidents. Awareness program is nice and the
reporting add-on can be implemented on many
platforms (Outlook desktop/phone app, OWA)

email security platform that provides a comprehensive
solution to stop tomorrow’s phishing attacks today. Using
the world’s most decentralized threat protection network,
our platform accelerates the prevention, detection and
remediation of phishing attacks already inside your email
with threat removal times in seconds, not minutes or hours.
We give organizations of all sizes complete anti-phishing
protection against any type of phishing attack, right now.
Visit www.ironscales.com to learn more about
The Power of Now.

